Thermal Performance of Wet Cooling Tower with Grid Fill
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Abstract – Cooling towers are evaporative heat rejection devices, which take out the waste heat from a process to the atmosphere through the cooling of water by the ambient air. The cooling tower is basically a mixed heat exchanger. A spray zone, fill zone and a rain zone are three important zones from heat and mass transfer view in the cooling tower. Thermal performances of all these zones are obtained by experimental measurements due complicated heat and mass transfer phenomena in a cooling tower. The spray zone and fill zone was measured together. And the thermal performance of rain zone was evaluated.
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1. Introduction

We can divide a cooling tower into three principal zones from heat and mass transfer view. There are a spray zone, a fill zone and a rain zone. The first one is consist of small water formation created by spray nozzles. The spray nozzles are used to distribute water in a wet cooling tower. The second one is fill zone. For the cooling tower are used a film fill or splash fill in the general. The Grid fill is a member of splash fills family using in cooling tower [1]. It has lower heat transfer performance like the film fill usually. But their advantage is great resistance to blockage the fill operation by impurities. The fill zone is the main part of heat and mass transfer between cooled water and ambient air. Water formation comes out from the fill and it creates rain zone. Many studies reporting an experimental investigation of the thermal performance of cooling tower (fill zone, spray zone, rain zone) [2-8].

2. Methods

The counter-flow cooling tower test cell is described in [9] was used for experimental measurement. The testing cell has a water and an air circuit. The test cross-section area is 1.47 m x 1.47 m. The height of the test facility is 5 m. Each position of probes is shown in Fig. 1.

![Fig. 1: Counter-flow cooling tower test cell.](image-url)
The fill zone thermal performance measurement has followed conditions (Fig. 2 left schematic). As the cooling fill was used the Grid fill with the rhombus shape bars. The side length of the rhombus is 53 mm and the thickness of bar is 5 mm.

![Fill zone measurement setup (left) and Rain zone measurement setup (right)](image)

Fig. 2: Fill zone measurement setup (left) (a = 0.6 m, b = 0.024 m, c = 0.44 m; and Rain zone measurement setup (right) (a = 0.15 m, b = 0.024 m, c = 0.22 m, d = 1.45, 1.98, 3.03 m).

The rain zone thermal performance measurement has needed different configuration in the test cell (Fig. 2 right schematic). The distance between the spray nozzles and fill face was 0.15 m. The fill spacing was 0.22 m. This distance is different from the fill zone measurement setup. The rain zone measurement setup was designed for maximum rain zone operate range. The rain zone generator was consisting spray nozzle and the three layers of Grid fills. During the experiment was set up three different height of the rain zone (1.45 m, 1.98 m and 3.03 m).

From the measured data was evaluated Merkel number (1) by the Chebyshev methods [1]. Where $K$ is mass transfer coefficient, $a$ is contact area, $V$ is active cooling volume, $L$ is water loading, $c$ is specific heat of water, $T_1$ is hot water temperature, $T_2$ is cold water temperature, $h_{sa}$ is enthalpy of air-water vapour mixture at bulk water temperature, $h_a$ is enthalpy of air-water vapour mixture at wet bulb temperature. The results were plotted as a graph of Merkel number against the proportion of the mass flow of water and air (ratio $L/G$).

$$Me = \frac{KaV}{L} = a \int_{T_2}^{T_1} \frac{dT}{h_{sa} - h_a}$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

### 3. Results

For the measurement of the fill zone was used from 4 to 7 layers of Grid fill. The fit surface (Fig. 3) creates the fit to the data in ratio $L/G$ and fills height $h$. The expression for the Merkel number calculation is follows

$$Me_{fill\,zone} = 0.3672 \cdot (L/G)^{-0.2794} \cdot h^{0.7}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

This expression is for the fill zone with a variable height of fill layers. Where $h$ [m] is the height of the fill zone. Two layers of Grid fill represents 0.44 m of the height of the fill zone.

For rain zone (Fig. 4 and Fig. 5) was evaluated a similar expression like for fill zone.

$$Me_{rain\,zone} = 0.066 \cdot (L/G)^{-0.3684} \cdot H$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

where $H$ [m] is the height of the rain zone. In this case, exponent over the $H$ was 0.98. It is nearly linear dependence. In final expression was used exponent 1. In this case, was measured the rain zone and the fill zone like a rain zone generator together. From these measurements is subtracted the fill zone.
Fig. 3: Merkel number and ratio L/G depend on the fills height.

Fig. 4: Merkel number of rain zone.

Fig. 5: Merkel number and ratio L/G depend on the rain zone height.
4. Discussion and Conclusion

In Fig. 6 are 12 combinations of the different height of fill zone and rain zone. It shows that the main part of heat and mass transfer in the fill zone. Total height (fill zone and rain zone) is 5 m for all combinations.

![Fig. 6: Merkel number calculation for different number of fill layers in the cooling tower.](image)

We obtained useful data for calculation of Merkel numbers for two important parts of the cooling tower, during the experimental tests. The first one was the fill zone. It is the main part of heat and mass transfer in a cooling tower. The second one was a rain zone. The second largest part of heat and mass transfer in a cooling tower. The Merkel number was evaluated for both critical regions in a cooling tower. The three layers are the critical number, where is changing main heat and mass transfer from the rain zone to the fill zone.
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